
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Homepage Ninja Launches Free Online Cloud-Based Bookmarks Manager 
Washington D.C. – Nov 10, 2015 – Homepage Ninja (https://homepage.ninja) has launched a free online 
bookmarks manager where you can view and organize your favorite links on the cloud while having 
access to them from any browser or device. Bookmarks can be customized visually and textually, while 
links can be organized in specific lists with custom titles and descriptions. A touch interface can also be 
used when organizing and sorting links. 
“Most people have a list of websites they visit on a daily or weekly basis. Some browsers will manage 
these links for you, but they are lost when you open a different browser or use a different computer or 
mobile device,” said Founder Enoch Lee. “Homepage Ninja simplifies this process by giving users a 
centralized place to have access to their favorite links and bookmarks that can be viewed on any 
browser. This will help users save time from remembering complicated URLs or having to manually type 
them in. They will also have access to their links in one place on the cloud.” 
Bookmarks and favorite links are organized by using a drag a drop interface that works on your 
computer and touch screen device. Visual links can be customized with your own images or from a 
collection of icons available to users. Bookmarks shown on the user’s homepage can be made private or 
shared publicly. Homepage Ninja is a responsive website that is displayed properly on many different 
monitors, screens, and devices. Users can set their browser’s homepage to use their Homepage Ninja’s 
homepage, which will give them access to their links whenever they open their browser. 
“Homepage Ninja will help people have more control over their favorite links while presenting them in a 
visually appealing way,” says Lee. “Using the newest web technologies, it is easy for you to use your 
computer or touch screen for organizing your links while having the optimal viewing and interactive 
experience across a wide range of devices (from your laptop, desktop, tablet, or phone). As a result, you 
will be able to easily access and organize your links from all your devices.” 
Homepage Ninja can be accessed through the web browser and does not require any apps, programs, or 
extensions to be installed. It is 100% free to join and use online. 
Join for free at https://homepage.ninja. View our online press kit at https:/homepage.ninja/press.  
About Homepage Ninja 
Homepage Ninja is a new startup developed by the Founder, Enoch Lee. He has been working 
professionally as a Web Developer for the last 10 years and is currently focusing most of his time 
developing and improving the Homepage Ninja website. 
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